The Tembu model was designed for indoor applicattions.
This model can be manufactured in stainless steel or
painted steel (available in all RAL colors) using steel plate
of 1,5mm to 2,5mm which ensures the stability and rigidity
of the all structure.
This Kiosk is designed specialy for multimedia advertising
purposes and support large displays. The standard model
is equipped with 32'' monitor but can be mounted with
other dimensions (22''' to 108'').
The area where the PC will be installed has security
locks, general switch and is easily detachable, leaving
enough space for the installation and access to a minitower
PC.
On the side of the monitor are two speakers and the kiosk
has 2 independent systems of ventilation, one for the
monitor and other for the PC.
Tembu can be equipped with computers with diferent
"performances" (CPU) with hard drives from 100 to 320
GB, 4 Gb Ram Memory, 128mb graphics card expandable
to 512, 10/100 mb ethernet, and Windows 7 or 8.
This kiosk can also be equipped with computers with
other OS like Linux, etc.

The Tembu is a wide and large kiosk. It is suitable for dynamic information
(images and movies) and can be provided with interactivity through an interactive
multitouch screen.
You can not miss it !

The dimensions and specifications are given in graphical representation and may not correspond to the reality of the equipment. The dimensions shown are approximate and represent the equipment for acertain size display.
The final dimension may vary depending display model and other components used. The client must request technical drawing for final validation (measures and specifications).
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This model, despite simplistic, has all the features of an interactive information
point. Besides serving as an information point and digital signage, this model can
also become a self-service kiosk where you can incorporate ticketsprinters, card
readers, etc.. to meet the needs of each client. In this case the kiosk is connected
to a projection system.

The dimensions and specifications are given in graphical representation and may not correspond to the reality of the equipment. The dimensions shown are approximate and represent the equipment for acertain size display.
The final dimension may vary depending display model and other components used. The client must request technical drawing for final validation (measures and specifications).

We constantly develop projects that meet the needs of our customers.
The Tembu can be produced in any RAL color. You can customize and apply
to the kiosk the corporate image of your company or any promotional campaign
on vinyl or other materials...
Can be added to the kiosk accessories such as printers, keyboards, headphones,
andother ....

Tembu was developed to allow integration of any type of
touchscreen technology, thus creating an interactive device
for indoor or outdoor.
Oemkiosks unique experience in the field of interactive
technologies, allows them to be integrated in Tembu effectively
and professionally.
In outdoor kiosks, Procap technology may be integrated into
Tembu, thus allowing the touch to be performed on glass
surface, giving Tembu extreme security against vandalism.

Widest touch technologies can be used, each optimized for
different operating characteristics and environments to suit
application requirements of customers, like Surface Acoustic
Wave (SAW), Capacitive, Infrared, Optical Imaging and Projected
Capacitive (ProCap), etc.
Tembu interactive is available from 22'' to 103'', from single
touch to 40 independent touches, and with finger, gloved hand
& pointer inputs...

The dimensions and specifications are given in graphical representation and may not correspond to the reality of the equipment. The dimensions shown are approximate and
represent the equipment for acertain size display.
The final dimension may vary depending display model and other components used. The client must request technical drawing for final validation (measures and specifications).

This Kiosk was also developed thinking about people with reduced mobility, and can also
be produced in a way that guarantees and increases the level of accessibility to all users
that have any kind of disability.
The volumetry, the distance from ground to display and display inclination of the screen
can be adjusted in a way that the kiosk can be used by people with reduced mobility.

The dimensions and specifications are given in graphical representation and may not correspond to the reality of the equipment. The dimensions shown are approximate and represent the equipment for acertain size display.
The final dimension may vary depending display model and other components used. The client must request technical drawing for final validation (measures and specifications).
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The dimensions and specifications are given in graphical representation and may not correspond to the reality of the equipment. The dimensions shown are approximate and represent the equipment for acertain size display.
The final dimension may vary depending display model and other components used. The client must request technical drawing for final validation (measures and specifications).

H 1300 W 900 D 570mm

Display 32”

(for 32’’ display)

(resolution 1920 x 1080)

Steel plate of 1,5mm/2mm

Integrated speakers

50kg
(for 32’’ display)

Stainless steel AISI304/316 or
painted steel (RAL Colors)
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